What’s happening with CSU?
How does what happens affect San Jose State

What’s it mean to me?
CSU structure and power dynamic

Governor & California Legislature
- 23 Campuses
- Board of Trustees appointed by Governor

Board of Trustees
- Chancellor
- CSU Presidents

President
- Provost
- Deans
SJSU Campus Hierarchy

President - Dr. Mohammad Qayoumi

Provost - Gerry Selter

Deans - (CoS) Michael Parrish

Associate Dean

Chairs of Depts. & Faculty
Office of the Provost, UGS, DEAN

PROVOST
- Responsible for CURRICULUM
- Manages the Colleges (Deans)
- 2nd in command after the President
- VP of UGS Reports to Provost

VP UNDERGRAD STUDIES
- Oversees implementation of GE
- Responsible for FYE for Frosh
- Approves various petitions
- Responsible for Student Success initiatives and services

Deans
- Manages college budget
- Oversees and Manages College Curriculum through depts. Chairs
- Through Associate Dean is responsible for advising in the departments
How your education is funded

- State portion + your fees = total funding for your ED
- Budget Cuts to CSU = reduction in the portion the state pays
- When CSU operates in the red we start to take measures to reduce enrollment
Examples of measures which assist with enrollment reduction

- Restrict enrollment to specific groups
  (I.e. Lower Division Transfers, Second Bacs, students not in service area)

- Manipulate through policy (I.e. mandatory orientation, holding to deadlines such as document deadlines and orientation & application fees)

- Put pressure on students to graduate and restrict practices such as changing majors (I.e. presidential directive, high unit senior initiative)
The Presidential Directive

The purpose of these guidelines is to provide detailed implementation instructions for Presidential Directive (PD) 2009-05 on Graduation and Change of Major, which may be found at http://www.sjsu.edu/president/directives/pd0905/.

This directive has been issued under conditions of a resource and enrollment emergency.

Given the level of funding received from the State, we are unable to continue to allow students the freedom to change or add units to their program that we have allowed in the past.

The Academic Senate is also working to develop and refine policies in these areas.

http://www.sjsu.edu/advising/presidential_directive/html/g4/

Source: http://www.sjsu.edu/advising/presidential_directive/
Impaction defined

- An undergraduate major or campus is designated as impacted when the number of applications received from fully qualified applicants during the initial filing period exceeds the number of available spaces.

- Such majors or campuses are authorized to use supplementary admission criteria to screen applications.

SOURCE CSU WEB PAGE: http://www.calstate.edu/SAS/impactioninfo.shtml
Difference between Major Impaction and Campus Impaction

- There are subtle, yet important, differences between major and campus impaction.

- **Major impaction** means that the number of applications from fully eligible students to a designated major on a CSU campus during the initial filing period far exceeds the number of spaces available in that major. However, students can still be admitted to the campus in an alternate major, or they may eventually be admitted to the oversubscribed major if they meet the supplementary admission criteria. Fullerton, San Diego, San Jose and San Luis Obispo campuses are impacted in all majors.

- **Campus impaction** means that a campus has exhausted existing enrollment capacity in terms of the instructional resources and physical capacity of the campus. Because the campus receives more eligible applicants during the initial admission application filing period than can be accommodated, the campus must therefore restrict enrollment to the campus for a specific enrollment category (i.e. first-time freshmen or transfers).

Impaction

- More students than seats

- [http://info.sjsu.edu/web-dbgen/narr/admission/rec-1215.html](http://info.sjsu.edu/web-dbgen/narr/admission/rec-1215.html)

- [http://www.calstate.edu/SAS/impactioninfo.shtml](http://www.calstate.edu/SAS/impactioninfo.shtml)
CHANGING MAJOR

- No more “Change of major” or “Declaration of major”

- New process - Application for a Change of Major or Minor

  - [http://www.sjsu.edu/registrar/docs/major_minor.pdf](http://www.sjsu.edu/registrar/docs/major_minor.pdf)

- If you want to change majors you must meet impaction rules/criteria for the new major

Various forms of Probation and Disqualification

- Academic probation
- Administrative probation
- Probation in the major
- Academic Disqualification
- Administrative Academic Disqualification
- Disqualification in the major
High Unit Senior

- 90 units senior
- Units required to graduate (120)
- You become a HUS when you’re roughly 25% beyond the units you need to graduate
- Applying for graduation
- What defines a high unit senior
- Penalties and repercussions
  - R26 hold - unable to register
  - Can only register for courses on grad worksheet
  - Can be asked to take time off or placed on Admin Probation and Ultimately Admin DQ if noncompliant
Possible Dilemmas

- Waiting to hear from a major that you’re accepted or you simply want to change your major but don’t meet impaction for the new major and then have to meet impaction through course work and GPA.
- After waiting you hear, you find out that you’re not accepted and have to look for a new major.
- Upon researching an new major you find that that major has its own impaction criteria (that you don’t currently meet).
- After trying to get into a major you hit the 90 unit mark (or whatever the unit count for which we require you to apply for graduation).
- After trying to get into the 2nd major you hit the 120 unit mark and are on your way to becoming a HUS.
That’s why we’re doing Pathways

- HAVE A PLAN B
- Get undeclared declared or get those of you that wish to change majors changed
- Avoid all the super senior drama
  - R26 holds
  - Restricted enrollment
  - Threats and other penalties
Homework

- **Lecture Homework 1** - Campus Events (4@ 30pts ea)

- **Lecture Homework 2** - Who Move My Cheese due week of 9/26 (223 pts)

- Who Moved My Cheese Photo Journal Assignment explanation DUE 11/7